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Multiplication rule probability

The probability human rule explains the condition between the two events. For the two A and B events associated with the sample space \(S\), the \(A∩B\) set shows the events in which both the \(A\) and \(B\) events occurred. Therefore, \((A∩B)\) shows the simultaneous appearance of events \(A\) and \
(B\). Event A∩B can be written as \(AB\). The probability of an event \(AB\) is obtained by using the properties of conditional probability. Rule by cause of probability statement and evidence We know that the conditional probability of event A that B occurred is expressed in P(A| B) and given by: \(P(A| B)\)
= \(\frac{P(A∩B)}{P(B)}\) Where, P(B)≠0 P(A∩B) = P(B)×P(A| B) ................................... (1) \(P(B| A)~ = ~\frac{P(B∩A)}{P(A)}\) Where, P(A) ≠ 0. P(B∩A) = P(A)×P(B| A) Because, P(A∩B) = P(B∩A) P(A∩B) = P(A)×P(B| A) ........................... (2) Words (1) and (2), we get: P(A∩B) = P(B) ×P(A| B) =
P(A)×P(B| A) where, P(A) ≠ 0.P(B) ≠ 0. The above result is called the rule of the cause of probability. For independent events A and B, P(B| A) = P(B). Equation (2) can be modified to, P(A∩B) = P(B) × P(A) Cause theology in Probability We have learned the human rules that we follow in probability, such
as; P(A∩B) = P(A)×P(B| A) ; if P(A) ≠ 0 P(A∩B) = P(B)×P(A| B) ; if P(B) ≠ 0 Let's find out here the human theeration for independent events A and B. If A and B are two independent events for a randomized test, then the probability of simultaneous occurring of two independent events will be equal to their
probability product. Therefore, P(A∩B) = P(A). P(B) Now, from the human rule that we know; P(A∩B) = P(A)×P(B| A) Since A and B are independent, therefore; P(B| A) = P(B) So again we get; P(A∩B) = P(A). P(B) Therefore, proven. Illustration 1: A vase containing 20 red balls and 10 blue balls. Two
balls are drawn from one bag to another without replacement. What is the probability that both balls are drawn in red? Solution: Let A and B signage the events in which the first and second balls are drawn are red balls. We have to find P(A∩B) or P(AB). P(A) = P (red ball in first draw) = 20/30 Now, there
are only 19 red balls and 10 blue balls left in the bag. The probability of drawing a red ball in the second draw is also an example of a conditional probability, where drawing the second ball depends on the drawing of the first ball. Hereby the conditional probability of \(B\) on \(A\) would be, P(B| A) = 19/29
According to the probability cause rule, P(A∩B) = P(A) × P(B| A) \(P(A∩B)~ =~ \frac{20}{30} ~× ~\frac{19}{29} ~=~ \frac{38}{87}\) To discuss in detail the probability by-cause rule, download Byju's learning app. Additional rules state the probability of two events being the total probability that either will occur
minus that both will happen. Calculate the probability of an event by using key takeaways key points Additional rules are: [latex]\text{P}(\text{A}\cup \text{B})=\text{P}(\text{A})+\text{P}(\text{B})-text{P}(\text{A}\cap \text{B}). [/latex] The last term was calculated twice, once in [latex]\text{P}(\text{A})[/latex] and
once in [latex]\text{P}(\text{B})[/latex], so it had to be subtractract once so it wasn't counted in half. If [latex]\text{A}[/latex] and [latex]\text{B}[/latex] are discrete, then [latex]\text{P}(\text{A}\cap \text{B})=0[/latex], so the formula becomes [latex]\text{P}(\text{A} \cup \text{B})=\text{P}(\text{A}) + \text{P}
(\text{B}). [/latex] Key term probability: The relative likelihood of an event occurring. The law adds probability (sometimes called additional rules or general rules), claims that the probability [latex]\text{A}[/latex] or [latex]\text{B}[/latex] will occur is the summation of the probability [latex]\text{A}[/latex] will
occur and [latex]\text{B}[/latex] will occur, minus the probability that both [latex]\text{A}[/latex] and [latex]\text{B}[/latex] will occur. Additional rules summarized by formula: [latex]\displaystyle \text{P}(\text{A} \cup \text{B}) = \text{P}(\text{A})+\text{P}(\text{B})--text{P}(\text{A} \cap \text{B})[/latex] Consider the
following example. When pulling a card out of a [latex]52[/latex] set, what is the probability of receiving a heart or face card (king, queen, or jack)? Let [latex]\text{H}[/latex] sign show drawing a heart and [latex]\text{F}[/latex] signing the drawing of a face card. Because there are [latex]13[/latex] hearts and a
total of [latex]12[/latex] face cards ([latex]3[/latex] of each suit: spades, hearts, diamonds and clubs), but only [latex]3[/latex] face cards of hearts, we get: [latex]\displaystyle \text{P}(\text{H}) = \frac{13}{52}[/latex] [latex]\displaystyle \text{P}(\text{F}) = \frac{12}{52}[/latex] [latex]\displaystyle \text{P}(\text{F}
\cap \text{}) = frac{3}{52}[/latex] Using additional rules, we get: [latex]\displaystyle \begin{align} \text{P}(\text{H}\cup \text{F})&amp;text{P}(\text{H})+\text{P})\\\&amp;frac { 13 }{ 52 } +\frac { 12 }{ 52 } -\frac { 3 }{ 52 } \end{align}[/late the reason except for the last term is that otherwise we'll count the section
between the two (because [latex]\text{H}[/latex] and [latex]\text{F}[/latex] overlap). Rules that complement discrete events Assuming [latex]\text{A}[/latex] and [latex]\text{B}[/latex] are discrete, their intersections are empty. Then the probability of their intersection is equal to no. In symbol: [latex]\text{P}
(\text{A} \cap \text{B}) = 0[/latex]. The additional law then simplifies to: [latex]\text{P}(\text{A} \cup \text{B}) = \text{P}(\text{A}) + \text{P}(\text{B}) \qquad \text{when} \qquad \text{A} \cap \text{B} \emptyset[/latex] Symbol [latex]\emptyset[/latex] represents an empty set, which indicates that in this case
[latex]\text{A}[/latex] and [latex]\text{B}[/latex] do not have any generic elements (they are not duplicates). Suppose a card is drawn from a set of 52 cards: what is the probability of receiving a king or queen? Let [latex]\text{A}[/latex] represent the event where a king is drawn and [latex]\text{B}[/latex]
represents the event of a queen being drawn. These two events are disjointed, since no king is a queen. As follows: [latex]\displaystyle \begin{align} \text{P}(\text{A} \cup \text{B}) &amp;= \text{P}(\text{A}) + \text{P}(\text{B})\&amp;frac{4}{52}\\frac{4}{52}\\&amp;frac{8}{52}\\&amp;=\frac{2}{13} end{align
latex] The human rule says that the probability [latex]\text{A}[/latex] and [latex]\text{B}[/latex] both occurs by probability [latex]\text{B}[/latex] occurs the time the conditional probability that [latex]\text{A}[/latex] occurred that [latex]\text{B}[/latex] occurred. Applying the by-use rule to calculate the probability of
both [latex]\text{A}[/latex] and [latex]\text{B}[/latex] occurring Key Takeaways Key Points The cause rule can be written as: [latexx ]\text{P}(\text{A} \cap \text{B}) = \text{P}(\text{B}) \cdot \text{P}(\text{A}|\text{B})[/latex]. We get the general cause rule bya way both sides of the conditional probability definition
with the number sample. Sample space main clause: A set of all possible outcomes of a game, experiment, or other situation. In theory of probability, Human Rule says that the probability [latex]\text{A}[/latex] and [latex]\text{B}[/latex] occurs by probability [latex]\text{A}[/latex] occurs the time the
conditional probability that [latex]\text{B}[/latex] occurred, because we already know [latex]\text{A}[/latex] has occurred. This rule can be written: [latex]\displaystyle \text{P}(\text{A} \cap \text{B}) = \text{P}(\text{B}) \cdot \text{P}(\text{A}|\text{B})[/latex] we can also write the following rule: [latex]\displaystyle
\text{P}(\text{A}\cap \text{B}) = \text{P}(\text{A}) \cdot \text{P}(\text{B}|\text{A})[/latex] We get a common human rule byamming both sides of the conditional probability definition with the That is, in the equation [latex]\displaystyle \text{P}(\text{A}|\text{B})=\frac{\text{P}(\text{A}\cap \text{B})}{\text{P}(\text{B}}}
[/latex], if we cause both parties to [latex]\text{P}(\text{B})[/latex], we get the Human Rule. This rule is useful when we know both [latex]\text{P}(\text{B})[/latex] and [latex]\text{P}(\text{B})[/latex], or both [latex]\text{P}(\text{A})[/latex] and [latex]\text{P}(\text{B}|text{A}|text{A}). [/latex] Let's say we draw two out
of a set of cards and let [latex]\text{A}[/latex] be the first card event to be an ace, and [latex]\text{B}[/latex] is the case that the second card is an ace, then: [latex]\displaystyle \text{P}(\text{A})=\frac { 4 }{ 52 }[/latex] And: [latex]\displaystyle \text{P}\left{ {text{B} }|{ \text{A} } \right) =\frac { 3 }{ 51 }[/latex] The
number pattern in the second equation is [latex]51[/latex] because we know a card has been drawn. Therefore, there is [latex]51[/latex] remaining in total. We also know the first card is an ace, so: [latex]\displaystyle \begin{align} \text{P}(\text{A} \cap \text{B}) &amp;= \text{P}(\text{A}) \cdot \text{P}
(\text{B}|\text{A})\\\&amp;\ frac { 4 }{ 52 } \cdot \frac { 3 }{ 51 } \\ &amp;=0.0045 \end{align}[/latex] Independent Event Note that when [latex]\text{A}[/latex] and [latex]\text{B}[/latex] are independent, we have [latex]\text{P}(\text{B}|\text{A})= \text{P}(\text{B})[/latex], so that the formula becomes [latex]\text{P}
(\text{A} \cap \text{B})=\text{P}(\text{A})\text{P}(\text{B})[/latex], which we met in the previous section. For example, consider the test of rolling dead and flipping a coin. The probability that we get a [latex]2 [/latex] on the die and tail on the coin is [latex]\frac{1}{6}\cdot \frac{1}{2} = \frac{1}{12}[/latex], as these
two events are independent. To say that two events are independent means that the appearance of one does not affect the probability of the other. Independent conceptual explanations related to Key Takeaways Key Points Probability Theory Two independent facts if the following are true: [latex]\text{P}
(\text{A}|\text{B}) = \text{P}(\text{A})[/latex],[latex]\text{P}(\text{B}|text{{B}|text{A}) = \text{P}(\text{B})[/latex], and [latex]\text{P}(\text{A} \ \text{and} \ \text{B}) = \text{P}(\text{A}) \cdot \text{P}(\text{B})[/latex]. If any of these conditions are true, then all of them are true. If the [latex]\text{A}[/latex] and
[latex]\text{B}[/latex] events are independent, then the likelihood that [latex]\text{A}[/latex] occurs does not affect [latex]\text{B}[/latex] occurring and vice versa. Independent main terms: The appearance of an event does not affect the probability of another event occurring. probability theory: Mathematical
study of probability (the possibility of random events to predict the behavior of defined systems). In probability theory, to say that two events are independent means that the appearance of one does not affect the probability that the other will occur. In other words, if the events [latex]\text{A}[/latex] and
[latex]\text{B}[/latex] are independent, then the likelihood that [latex]\text{A}[/latex] occurs does not affect the likelihood that [latex]\text{B}[/latex] occurs and vice versa. The concept of independence expands to deal with the collection of more than two events. Two events are if any of the following is true:
[latex]\displaystyle \text{P}(\text{A}|\text{B}) = \text{P}(\text{A})[/latex] [latex]\displaystyle \text{P}(\text{B}|\text{A}) = {text{P}(\text{B})[[/latex] [latex]\displaystyle \text{P}(\text{A} \ \text{and} \ \text{B}) = \text{P}(\text{A})\cdot \text{P}(\text{B})[/latex] To show that the two events are independent, you must
display only one of the conditions listed above. If any of these conditions are true, then all of them are true. Translate the symbols into words, the first two mathematical statements listed above say that the probability for the event with the condition is the same as the probability for the event without
conditions. For independent events, conditions do not change the probability for the event. The third statement stated that the probability of both [latex]\text{A}[/latex] and [latex]\text{B}[/latex] occurring is the same as the probability that [latex]\text{A}[/latex], by the probability [latex]\text{B}[/latex] occurs.



For example, imagine choosing two cards in a row from a complete set of playing cards. The two options are not independent. The result of the first selection changes the remaining card and affects the probability for the second option. This is called a non-replacement because the first card has not been
replaced in the set before the second card is selected. However, let's say you've chosen two cards with the replacement by returning your first card to the deck and shuffle the deck before selecting the second card. Because the card is completed for both selections, the first selection does not affect the
probability of the second option. When choosing an alternative card, the options are independent. Independent facts: Select two cards from a set of cards by selecting a first card, then replacing it in the set before selecting a second card as an example of independent events. Consider a fair death role,
which provides another example of independent events. If a person acting as two dies, the result of the first reel does not change the probability for the result of the second roll. Two friends are playing billiards, and decide to flip a coin to determine who will play first in each round. In the first two rounds, the
coin falls on the head. They decided to play a third round, and flip the coin again. What is the probability that the coin will land on top again? First, note that every coin flip is an independent event. The face that a coin landed on does not depend on what happened earlier. For any coin that flips, there is a
chance [latex]{\frac{1}{2}}[/latex] that the coin will land on top. Therefore, the probability that the coin will land on top in the third round is [latex]{\frac{1}{2}}[/latex]. When flipping a coin, what is the probability of receiving the tail Times in a row? Recall that each flip coin is independent, and the probability of
receiving the tail is [latex]{\frac{1}{2}}[/latex] for any flip. Also recall that the following statement is true for any two independent events A and B: [latex]\displaystyle \text{P}(\text{A} \ \text{and} \ \text{B}) = \text{P}(\text{A})\cdot \text{P}(\text{B})[/latex] Finally, Independent concepts extend to the collection of
more [latex]2[ the probability of receiving the tail [latex]4[/latex] consecutively is: [latex]\displaystyle {\frac{1}{2}} \cdot {\frac{1}{2}} \cdot {\frac{1}{2} }\cdot {\frac{1}{2}} = {\frac{1}{16}} [/latex] The combination is a branch of mathematics involved in the study of simple or discrete structures. Describe different
rules and properties for the Key Takeaways Key Points Combination The general rule (additional rule), product rule (cause rule), and exclusion guidelines include commonly used for listing purposes. Bijective evidence is used to prove that two sets have the same number of factors. Double count is a
technique used to prove that two expressions are equal. The pigeonhole principle usually determines the existence of something or is used to determine the minimum or maximum number of something in a discrete context. Creating recurrent functions and relationships are powerful tools that can be used
to manipulate the order, and can describe otherwise solve many complex situations. Double count is a technique used to prove that two expressions are equal. Poly-formal primary terminology: An expression consisting of a sum of a limited number of terms: each term is the product of a constant number
and one or more variables are elevated to a non-negative in nguyenomic power. combination: A branch of mathematical research (usually limited) set of objects that meet the specified criteria. Combinatorics is an offshoot of mathematics involved in the study of discrete or discrete structures. Combination
techniques are applied to many areas of mathematics, and a knowledge of combinations is required to build a solid command of statistics. It involves the listing, combining and permutation of set of elements and mathematical relationships specific to their properties. Aspects of the complex include:
counting the structures of a certain type and size, deciding when certain criteria can be met, and building and analyzing objects that meet the criteria. Aspects also include finding the largest, smallest or optimal objects, studying combination structures arising in the context of ao numbers, or applying ao
number techniques to complex problems. Combination rules and techniques Some useful combination rules or combination principles are generally recognized and used. Each of these principles is used for a Total rules (additional rules), product rules (employee rules), and exclusion guidelines are
commonly used for listing purposes. Bijective evidence is used to prove that two sets have the same number of factors. Double count is a method that shows that the two expressions are equal. The pigeonhole principle usually determines the existence of something or is used to determine the minimum or
maximum number of something in a discrete context. Creating recurrent functions and relationships are powerful tools that can be used to manipulate the order, and can describe otherwise solve many complex situations. Each of these techniques is described in more detail below. The General Rule a
general rule is a visual principle that says that if there is [latex]\text{a}[/latex] that can do something, and [latex]\text{b}[/latex] can do something else, and two things can't be done both, then there are [latex]\text{a} + \text{b}[/latex] total possible ways to do one of the things. More officially, the total size of
the two discrete sets is equal to the size of the combination of these sets. Product rules Product rules are another visual principle that says that if there's [latex]\text{a}[/latex] how to do something and [latex]\text{b}[/latex] way to do something else, then there's [latex]\text{a} \cdot \text{b}[/latex] way to do
both things. The Principle of Inclusion-Exclusion Principles includes exclusion is a counting technique used to get the number of elements in a coalition of multiple ministries. This counting method ensures that elements present in multiple allied gatherings are not counted multiple times. It considers the
size of each set and the size of the intersection of the sets. The smallest example is when there are two sets: the number of elements in the [latex]\text{A}[/latex] and [latex]\text{B}[/latex] elements equal to the total number of elements in [latex]\text{A}[/latex] and [latex]\text{B}[/latex], minus the number of
elements in their intersection. See the diagram below for examples with three sets. Bisexual evidence Two-admed evidence is a technique that demonstrates that a bisexual function [latex]\text{f}: \text{A} \rightarrow \text{B}[/latex] between two useful sets [latex]\text{A}[/latex] and [latex]\text{B}[/latex],
proving that they have the same number of elements, [latex]|| = |\text{B}| [/latex]. A two-a-word function is a function in which a one-to-one corresponds between elements of two set. In other words, each of the elements in the [latex]\text{B}[/latex] set is paired with exactly one of the elements in the
[latex]\text{A}[/latex] set. This technique is useful if we want to know the size of [latex]\text{A}[/latex], but can't find a way to count its elements directly. If [latex]\text{B}[/latex] is easier to count, set up a bijection from to [latex]\text{B}[/latex] to resolve the issue. Double counting is a technique that proves a
combination to show that two expressions are equal. This is done by proving that two expressions are two different ways to count the size of a set. In this technique, a limited set [latex]\text{X}[/latex] is described from two perspectives, resulting in two separate expressions for the size of the set. Since both
expressions are equal in size to the same set, they are equal. Pigeonhole Guidelines The pigeonhole principle says that if [latex]\text{a}[/latex] items are placed in one of the [latex]\text{b}[/latex] boxes, where [latex]\text{a}&gt;\text{b}[/latex], at least one of the boxes contains more than one item. This
principle allows one to prove the existence of several elements in a set with certain attributes. For example, consider a trio of gloves. In such a set, there must be two left gloves or two right gloves (or three on the left or right). This is an application of the pigeonhole principle that gives information about the
properties of gloves in the set. Creating functionality that creates functionality can be considered polynithy with a myth of terms that correspond to the terms of a string. The creation function (normal) of a string [latex]\text{a}_text{n}[/latex] is given by: [latex]\displaystyle \text{f}(\text{x}) =
\sum_{\text{n}=0}^{{\\infty} \text{a}_{\text{n}}}\text{x}^{\text{n}}[/latex] has a meath for the string [latex]\left \{ {text{a}_{0}, \text{a}_{1}, \text{a}_{2},... \right \}[/latex]. Recurring Relationships Repeat relationships define each term of a string in previous terms. In other words, once one or more of the original
terms are given, each of the following terms of the string is a function of the previous terms. The Fibonacci sequence is an example of a recurrent relationship. Each fibonacci string term given by [latex]\text{F}_{\text{n}} = \text{F}_{{\text{n}-1} + \text{F}_{{{text{n}-2}[/latex], with the initial values
[latex]\text{F}_{0}=0[/latex] and [latex]\text{F}_{1}=1[/latex]. Therefore, the sequence of Fibonacci numbers begins: [latex]\displaystyle 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89,... [/latex] Bayes's rule expresses how subjective the trust should be to change appropriately to account for the evidence. Explains the
importance of Bayesian theology in mathematical manipulation of conditional probability Key Takeaways Key Points Bayes' rule regarding the odds of events [latex]\text{A}_1[/latex] to events [latex]\text{A}_2[/latex], before (before) and after (after) air conditioning on another event [latex]\text{B}[/latex].
More specifically, for [latex]\text{A}_1[/latex], [latex]\text{A}_2[/latex], and [latex]\text{B}[/latex], Bayes' rule says conditional odds of [latex]\text{A}_1:\text{A}_2[/latex] [latex]\text{B}[/latex] by margin [latex]\text{A}_1:\text{A}_2[/latex] if it is by Bayes' meast. Bayes' rule shows whether a person's judgment on
whether [latex]\text{A}_1[/latex] or [latex]\text{A}_2[/latex] is correct and needs to be updated based on observing the evidence. Bayes' infersion is an infer inferation method in which the Bayes rule is used to update probability estimates for a hypothesis as additional evidence is learned. Bayes' main
terms factor: The conditional probability rate of the $$B event given that $A_1$ is the case or that $$A_2 is the case, respectively. In probability and statistical theory, Bayes' theo theoology (or Bayes' rule) is an important result in the mathematical manipulation of conditional probabilities. It is a result that
comes from the more basic aolyes of probability. When applied, the probability associated with Bayes' theoth may have any probability explanation. In one of these explanations, the theering is used directly as part of a specific approach to statistical infereries. In particular, with the explanation of the
probability of bayes, thethoth that expresses the subjective level of belief should be changed in a reasonable way to explain the evidence. This is called bayes infern, which is fundamental to Bayes statistics. Bayes' rule relates to the odds of events [latex]\text{A}_1[/latex] with events
[latex]\text{A}_2[/latex], before (before) and after (after) conditioning on another event [latex]\text{B}[/latex]. The odds on [latex]\text{A}_1[/latex] to event [latex]\text{A}_2[/latex] are simply the probability ratio of two events. The relationship is expressed in terms of ability ratio, or Bayes factor. By definition,
this is the conditional probability ratio of the event [latex]\text{B}[/latex] that [latex]\text{A}_1[/latex] is the case, or [latex]\text{A}_2[/latex] is the corresponding case. The rules simply state: The following odds are equal to the odds before Bayes' factor. More specifically, for [latex]\text{A}_1[/latex],
[latex]\text{A}_2[/latex] and [latex]\text{B}[/latex], Bayes' rule says that the conditional odds of [latex]\text{A}_1:\text{A}_2[/latex] for [latex]\text{B}[/latex] are equal to the margin [latex]\text{A}_1:\text{A}_2[/latex] by bayes or ability ratio. This is displayed in the following formulas:
[latex]O(\text{A}_1:\text{A}_2|\text{B}) = \Lambda(\text{A}_1:\text{A}_2|\text{B})\cdot O(\text{A}_1:\text{A}_2)[/latex] Where the [latex]\Lambda[/latex] probability ratio of events [latex]\text{B}[/latex] suggests that [latex]\text{A}_1[/latex] is the case or [latex]\text{A}_2[/latex] is the case, corresponding:
[latex]\displaystyle \Lambda(\text{A}_1:\text{A}_2|\text{B}) = Bayes' rules are widely used in statistics, science and engineering, such as in: model selection, expert-based probability systems of network bayes, statistical evidence in legal proceedings, email spam filters, etc. Bayes' rules tell us how
unconditional and conditional probabilities are related whether we work with a regular person or explain the probability of bayes. In bayes' explanation it is often applied in situations where [latex]\text{A}_1[/latex] and [latex]\text{A}_2[/latex] are competing hypotheses, and [latex]\text{B}[/latex] are some
observable evidence. This rule shows whether a person's judgment about whether [latex]\text{A}_1[/latex] or [latex]\text{A}_2[/latex] is correct to be updated when observing evidence. Bayes' infersion is an infer inferation method in which bayes rules are used to update probability estimates for a
hypothesis as additional evidence is learned. Bayes update is an important technique throughout statistics, and especially in mathematical statistics. Bayes update is especially important in dynamic analysis of a data series. Bayesian inferation has found application in a variety of fields including science,
engineering, philosophy, medicine, and law. The un formal definition Reasonable, Bayes's rules mean a lot. If the evidence does not fit a hypothesis, one should reject the hypothesis. But if a hypothesis is extremely unlikely to occur a priority, one should also reject it, even if the evidence seems
consistent. For example, imagine that we have various theories about the nature of a friend's newborn baby, including: [latex]\text{H}_1[/latex]: The baby is a brown-haired boy. [latex]\text{H}_2[/latex]: The baby is a blonde. [latex]\text{H}_3[/latex]: The baby is one. Then consider two scenarios: We are
presented with evidence in the form of a picture of a blonde girl. We found this evidence supports [latex]\text{H}_2[/latex] and opposes [latex]\text{H}_1[/latex] and [latex]\text{H}_3[/latex]. We are presented with evidence in the form of a picture of a child. Although this evidence, treated in isolation,
supports [latex]\text{H}_3[/latex], my previous belief in this hypothesis (that a human being can give birth to a dog) is extremely small. Therefore, the following probability remains small. The important point about Bayes' inferage, then, is that it provides a principle of combining new evidence with previous
beliefs, through the application of bayes rules. Moreover, bayes rules can be applied repeatedly. After observing some evidence, the probability following the result can then be considered a pre-probability, and a new post-probability calculated from the new evidence. This allows bayes principles to be
applied to whether viewed all at once or over time. time. procedure is called bayesian update. Bayes' theology: A blue neon sign at autonomy corporation in Cambridge, showing a simple statement of Bayes' theology. Californians v. Collins was a 1968 jury trial in California that used notorious forensic
statistics and probabilities. Arguing what caused the mistake of key takeaways prosecutor Key Points Bystanders to a robbery in Los Angeles testified that the perpetrator was a black man, with a beard and mustache, and a white woman with blonde hair tied in a ponytail. They escaped in a yellow motor
vehicle. A witness of the prosecutor, a mathematics lecturer, explained the human rule to the jury, but did not give weight to independence, or the difference between conditional and unconditional probabilities. The Collins case is a prime example of a phenomenon known as prosecutor's mistake. Rule of
clogging key terms: Probability A and B occur by probability A occurring the times probability B occurs, given that we know A has occurred. prosecutor's mistake: A mistake of statistical reasoning when used as an argument in legal proceedings. Californians v. Collins was a 1968 jury trial in California. It
makes for the infamous forensic use of statistics and probabilities. By-the-side during a robbery in Los Angeles testified that the culprit was a black man, with a beard and mustache, and a white woman with blonde hair tied in a ponytail. They escaped in a yellow motor vehicle. Prosecutors called for the
testimony of a math lecturer from a local state college. The instructor explained the rule of character to the jury, but did not provide weight for independence, or the difference between conditional and unconditional probability. Prosecutors then suggested the jury would be safe in estimating the following
probabilities: Black man with beard: 1 in 10 Men with mustaches: 1 in 4 White women with ponytails: 1 in 10 White women with blound hair : 1 in 3 Yellow Motor Cars: 1 in 10 Multi-Racial Couples in a Car: 1 in 1000 These probabilities, when considered together , result in a 1 in 12 million chance that any
other couple with similar characteristics has committed a crime - according to prosecutors , that is. The jury returned the guilty verdict. As seen in, upon appeal, the California Supreme Court reserved convictions, criticized statistical reasoning and did not allow the decision to be made to the jury. In their
verdict, the justices observed that math: The Collins case: The Collins case was a prime example of a prosecutor's mistake. Guilty verdict was overturned when appealed up California Supreme Court in 1968. ... while supporting the trier of reality in finding the truth, not casting a spell on him. Me. Collins'
case mistake is a prime example of a phenomenon known as prosecutor's mistake - a mistake of statistical reasoning when used as an argument in legal proceedings. At its heart, the mistake involves assumptions that the previous probability of a random match was equal to the probability that the
defendant was innocent. For example, if a perpetrator is known to have the same blood type as the defendant (and 10% of the population shares that blood type), to argue solely on that basis that the probability of the defendant pleading guilty is 90% making the mistake of the prosecutor (in a very simple
form). The fundamental mistake is the result of conditional probability misunderstanding, and ignores the previous odds of a guilty defendant before such evidence is introduced. When a prosecutor has gathered some evidence (for example, a DNA match) and there is an expert witness that the probability
of finding this evidence if the innocent defendant is very small, mistakes occur if it is concluded that the probability of the defendant being innocent must be relatively small. If DNA combinations are used to confirm sins that are otherwise suspected, then it is actually strong evidence. However, if DNA
evidence is the only evidence against the defendant, and the defendant has been picked out of a large database of DNA records, then the odds of matches being taken at random can be reduced. Therefore, there is little damage to the accused. The odds in this scenario do not involve the odds being
guilty; they involve randomly selected odds. Random.
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